Motion generation systems are becoming increasingly important in certain Virtual Reality (VR) applications, such as vehicle simulators. This paper deals with the analysis of the Inverse Kinematics (IK) and the reachable workspace of a three-degrees-of-freedom (3-DOF) parallel manipulator, proposing different transformations and optimizations in order to simplify its use with Motion Cueing Algorithms (MCA) for self-motion generation in VR simulators. The proposed analysis and improvements are performed on a 3-DOF heave-pitch-roll manipulator with rotational motors, commonly used for low-cost motion-based commercial simulators. The analysis has been empirically validated against a real 3-DOF parallel manipulator in our labs using an optical tracking system. The described approach can be applied to any kind of 3-DOF parallel manipulator, or even to 6-DOF parallel manipulators. Moreover, the analysis includes objective measures (safe zones) on the workspace volume that can provide a simple but efficient way of comparing the kinematic capabilities of different kinds of motion platforms for this particular application.
Introduction
Human-computer interactions can be really complex in simulation systems where a believable motion generation is needed for the fulfilment of the simulation goals. The use of motion platforms to add inertial cues can significantly enhance the user immersion in the simulator, provided the system is properly tuned (Casas et al., 2016; Nahon and Reid, 1990; Reid and Nahon, 1986) . The understanding of motion platforms' behavior and functioning is necessary to design effective and immersive experiences with this kind of simulators. In this regard, there are several works in the literature focused on the analysis of the behavior of several motion mechanisms with different features. However, it is hard to find research works focused on the peculiarities of the usage of motion platforms for motion generation in real-time vehicle simulation, which is the main target of this contribution.
One of the most important features of motion platforms when used in vehicle simulators is the amount of linear and angular displacement the device is able to provide over the different axes. These features are crucial since they can affect the physical validity of the simulator (Reymond and Kemeny, 2000) and enhance/reduce the magnitude distortion (Sinacori, 1977) of the generated perceptual cues. In consequence, they condition the experience of the simulators' users (Casas et al., 2015) . These features are generally known in the literature as the workspace. This workspace can be expressed in terms of a Cartesian space or in terms of the amount of degrees-of-freedom (DOF) the manipulator is able to reach. For motion simulation, it is much more interesting to analyze it in terms of DOF-space due to the fact that motion platforms are usually designed based on the DOF, rather than in absolute positions.
The goal of these motion platforms is to provide the user with the most suitable perception of driving/piloting the real vehicle that is being simulated. These systems try to reproduce the response of the vehicle to driver inputs by using a set of translational and angular movements that represent the motion cues a driver would perceive in real conditions. However, a motion platform is invariably constrained by its mechanical limits. Therefore, the response must be filtered to avoid reaching the physical limits of the mechanism, causing the generation of false cues. In consequence, one of the decisive factors for designing an immersive experience is the analysis of the ranges and the interdependence between the 1 Sergio CASAS*, Inmaculada COMA*, Cristina PORTALÉS* and Marcos FERNÁNDEZ*
Manipulator design and description
The motion platform analyzed in this paper is a 3-DOF T1R2 parallel manipulator with the following degrees of freedom: heave ( -axis translation), pitch ( -axis rotation) and roll ( -axis rotation). It is composed of three rotational motors, three connecting rods, three pistons, a vertical splined shaft and a moving base (see Fig. 1a , where elements in white are movable parts, and the rest are static). The names connecting rod and piston are used instead of more anthropomorphic terms like arm, leg or limb, as an analogy to a combustion engine, for their functioning is similar to a Fig. 1 . a) The 3-DOF T1R2 parallel manipulator analyzed in this paper. b) Joints and movable elements of this device.
The kinematic chains of this parallel manipulator are arranged in a parallel manner as depicted in Fig. 1 . Each motor axis is linked to a connecting rod by means of a T0R1 revolute joint, so that all three connecting rods are actuated (they transmit the angular motion of the motors). Each motor can be individually controlled, so that connecting rods can form a different angle with the horizontal plane. The three connection points of the motors with the connecting rods are arranged in a triangular shape. As the motors rotate around their axes, but do not change their Cartesian position, this triangle has always the same shape and size. The vertices of this triangle are denoted by 1 ⃗⃗⃗ , 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 3 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ and the triangle is referred to as the lower triangle (see Fig. 1b and Fig. 2a ). As the connecting rods can only move on a vertical plane (because of the revolute joint), the ends of the three connecting rods form another triangle. The vertices of this triangle are denoted by 1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 3 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ . This triangle is not static, because it can change its position and even its shape, as the connecting rods move. Each rod is linked to a piston (of length ) by means of a T0R3 spherical joint at 1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 3 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ .
Similarly, each piston is linked to the moving base by another T0R3 spherical joint at 1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 3 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ . These three points constitute another triangle, which is referred to as the upper triangle (see Fig. 2 ). Since the moving base is rigid, this triangle can move and rotate, but it cannot change its shape. The position and orientation of this upper triangle is important, as it will define the heave, pitch and roll of the parallel manipulator. The sphere in Fig. 2a represents the possible positions of the piston (when it rotates around 3 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ), and the vertical circle represents the possible positions of 3 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ (when it rotates around 3 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ). Although it is not drawn for simplicity, the same can be applied to 1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 1 ⃗⃗⃗ , 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ .
As both piston joints are spherical joints with full rotational freedom, more joints are needed to prevent the motion platform from rotating uncontrolledly around the -axis (yaw rotation) and from moving along the and axes (surge and sway). This is accomplished by a T0R2 universal joint placed at the barycenter of the upper triangle, and by a vertical splined shaft linked to the universal joint. The choice of the barycenter is not arbitrary. This point is the center of mass of the triangle, so it is the place where the weight of the motion base is equally distributed. The universal joint allows the moving base to perform pitch and roll rotations. The vertical splined shaft acts as a T1R0 prismatic joint, allowing the moving base to move along the Z-axis, while avoiding any yaw, surge or sway motions. These two joints are usually built separately, but they can be conceptually treated as a T1R2 prismatic universal joint. The vertical axis can also be equipped with a spring. The spring can be helpful to ease the lifting process of the moving base, when the motors are not powerful enough, but it does not change the kinematic properties of the mechanism. Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) In parallel mechanism terminology, this device is a 3-RSSUP parallel manipulator, as there are three kinematic chains, each composed of an actuated revolute joint, two spherical joints, a universal joint and a prismatic joint. As our main interest is the applied use of this technology and not the analysis of the kinematic chains, the parallel manipulator is referred to as 3-DOF or T1R2, because it reflects best its application and the possible uses of this motion device.
Of course, to perform any kind of kinematic study, we need to define a coordinate system. In this case, the most natural point to place the origin of the coordinate system is the center of the upper triangle, when the motion platform is at the so-called home position. The home position is usually chosen to be the motion platform pose (position + orientation) that results when all the motor axes are in horizontal position. The coordinate system is depicted in Fig. 2b. 
Inverse Kinematics
Inverse Kinematics (IK) is the process and equation system that needs to be solved to calculate the target angles for the motors (the position of the actuators in a general case) in order to achieve a desired set of DOF. IK needs to be solved when the target angles for the motors are unknown but the desired pose (position + orientation) of the motion platform, expressed as a set of DOF, is known. The natural use of a motion platform for motion cueing generation takes the following steps. First, a physics model of the simulated entity calculates the dynamic state of the simulated system. Next, a Motion Cueing Algorithm (MCA) decides a new set of DOF for the motion platform, using the state (speed, force, etc.) of the simulated entity as an input. Afterwards, the target angles for the motors are calculated by the IK. These desired angles feed the motors controllers and change the set-point of the controllers. Finally, the controllers calculate the amount of torque necessary to move the motors towards their desired destinations. When the motors reach these angles, the motion platform pose should match the desired set of DOF calculated by the MCA. However, it is often the case that the desired set of DOF is physically unreachable. Thus, it is desirable that the IK detect this case.
Considering this, the input/output specification of the IK of a rotational 3-DOF mechanism is the following. The IK inputs are: target (desired) heave; target pitch; target roll. The IK outputs are: feasible (yes/no), to detect unreachable poses;
: angle of motor (where = 0, 1, 2 represents each of the involved motors) with respect to the horizontal plane. As the connecting rod is attached to the motor, this angle is the angle between the connecting rod and the XY plane. Rod angles are measured in the usual way: counter-clockwise with 0° at the 3 o'clock position (facing + ).
From Fig. 2a , we can also identify the different parameters of the system: is the length of the connecting rods; is the piston length; ⃗⃗⃗⃗ is the position of the lower triangle vertices (the position of the motors) and 0 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ is the initial position of the upper triangle vertices, ⃗⃗⃗⃗ . In the case of the T1R2 motion platform being analyzed, these parameters suffer some restrictions due to the particular design of this parallel manipulator: (i) > (otherwise, the upper triangle will eventually collide with the lower triangle); (ii) upper and lower triangles are isometric (of equal shape and size); (iii) upper and lower triangles are at least isosceles; (iv) upper and lower triangles are aligned on the Z-axis when = 90°. The home position of the motion platform can be arbitrarily chosen. One possible choice is to define the home position when the motors are in horizontal position ( = 0). This position will be considered to be the (0, 0, 0) pose (i.e. heave = 0 m, pitch = 0°, roll = 0°). At this home position, the distance between the upper and the lower triangle (ℎ 0 ) Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) can be calculated using the Pythagoras rule (see Fig. 2b ):
As aforementioned, the goal of IK is to obtain ( = 0, 1, 2) from heave, pitch and roll, respectively. To that end, we need first to calculate the position of ⃗⃗⃗⃗ for a given heave, pitch and roll. It is clear that ⃗⃗⃗⃗ = 0 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ at home position.
However, when the moving base (upper triangle) moves, ⃗⃗⃗⃗ needs to be recalculated:
where the rotation matrices and are defined as:
The position of the vertices of the lower triangle ( ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) can be calculated with respect to the upper triangle points ( ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ):
It is important to emphasize that, although ⃗⃗⃗⃗ do not move, these variables are calculated with respect to ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , and, thus, ⃗⃗⃗⃗ will change if the manipulator moves. This decision simplifies further equations. Given ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , if its -component is positive, then a physically-absurd solution exists (but mathematically plausible) with the upper triangle below the lower one. This solution is marked as not feasible and solved as 1 = 2 = 3 = −90°, because it is the closest possible solution. If the -component of ⃗⃗⃗⃗ is negative, the place where the piston and the connecting rod match (if they do) needs to be calculated. To do this, the intersection of a sphere, of radius , around ⃗⃗⃗⃗ with a vertical XZ circle, of radius , around ⃗⃗⃗⃗ is calculated (see Fig. 2a ). This is where the decision to express ⃗⃗⃗⃗ relative to ⃗⃗⃗⃗ really pays off, as we can define the sphere centered at (0, 0, 0) and the circle centered at ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , which is much simpler than writing the sphere centered at a non-zero point. This trick is a simple but effective contribution to the solution of the IK, and constitutes a differentiating point of our work. As the equation is quadratic, there can be up to two valid solutions: 1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ . These two solutions arise from solving the intersection of the sphere and the circle:
As both ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and ⃗⃗⃗⃗ are expressed in the same coordinate system (both with respect to ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ), the subtraction of these points immediately provides the two possible orientation vectors of the connecting rod (let us call them 1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ):
Finally, these two vectors give the two final possible angles for the motors, which is the final goal of IK:
As shown, the solutions are always dual because the sphere-circle intersection always gives, if they exist, two different solutions (except for the singularities, which will be addressed later, where both solutions are equal). The process of calculating the sphere-circle intersection requires some further mathematical explanation. Let us call ( , , ) ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ the point(s) where a sphere of radius around (0, 0, 0) ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and a vertical circle of radius around ⃗ , intersect:
The equation system is:
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The solutions of this equation system are:
where
If is a complex number, there is no physical solution, as the piston cannot reach the rod at the desired DOF. In this case, feasible will be marked as false. Otherwise, the sphere-circle intersection is solved (therefore feasible will be true), which immediately leads to the dual solutions of the IK. The singularities caused when approaches 0 must be taken into to account, because this produces an indetermination in , which is settled by solving the following limit:
is a complex number (the radicand is negative), there are no possible physical solutions.
Validation of the Inverse Kinematics
To perform the validation of the IK formulation provided in the previous section, a particular instance of the T1R2 motion device was built. The following parameters were selected, which represent a typical set-up of a low-cost smallsized motion simulation system: = 0.35 m; = 0.1 m; equilateral triangle of side 0.45 m, centered on its barycenter. A real motion platform (an instance of this 3-DOF design) following this parameter set-up was built in our lab in order to empirically validate the results presented in this work. A picture of the constructed device can be seen in Fig. 3 .
To perform the validation of the IK formulation presented in this work, we used an optical tracking system, composed of six Natural Point Optitrack V100:R2 cameras. This is a passive optical tracking system that uses markers coated with a retro-reflective material that reflects the infrared light generated near the cameras' lens ( Fig. 3 shows an example of a marker placed on the moving base). The capture settings of the cameras can be adjusted so that only the bright reflective markers are captured, ignoring any other materials. This optical system allows us to validate the real response of the PM against the proposed IK formulation with an error lower than 2 millimeters, which is the measuring error imposed by the cameras' system, given a proper calibration and set-up. The validation has been carried out by implementing the IK in C++ and analyzing the three DOF separately (heave, pitch and roll), comparing the actual response of the system with the expected response represented by the IK equations. Figure 4 shows the results obtained with our motion platform. The blue dashed lines correspond to the theoretical model provided by the equations, whereas the green lines correspond to the real response of the system. As the reader can see, the desired DOF are obtained with almost a 100% accuracy. Needless to say, the motion platform takes some time to reach its desired pose. This time is roughly half a second in our tests, but for the validation of the IK formulation, it is not relevant. It includes a small transport delay, the latency of the optical tracking system and the inertia of the motion system. Once this transient is over, the stationary behavior shows very small differences between the expected pose and the real one. The differences arise because of construction errors (impossible to measure), motor positioning errors (should be fairly small as we used SEW-Eurodrive motors equipped with high resolution absolute encoders) and the optical measurement accuracy (less than 2 millimeters). Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) Fig. 3 . The T1R2 heave-pitch-roll parallel manipulator implemented in our lab. The Optitrack tracking system can be seen at both sides of the motion platform. Its cameras track the position of the grey markers placed on top of the motion platform. 
Analysis of the reachable workspace and DOF interdependencies

Preliminary analysis
Once the IK formulation has been validated, it is advisable to analyze the available workspace of the T1R2 motion platform, because the smaller the reachable workspace, the harder is to generate believable motion cues. This section describes the process needed to perform this necessary step. The main idea is to analyze, not only the available reachable Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) DOF workspace, but also to study the relationship between the different DOF. As we are analyzing a 3-DOF motion platform, the whole workspace can be drawn either in a 3D heave-pitch-roll plot, or in three two-dimensional (2-DOF) plots showing the interrelationship between the different DOF involved (heave-pitch, heave-roll and pitch-roll) by setting the remaining DOF to zero. Two-dimensional plots are visually easier to understand.
The same parallel manipulator design used for the validation process presented in section 4 has been chosen to perform this analysis. The workspace analysis consists of three stages:
Stage 1 In this stage, each point within that space is tested against the IK (using the formulation described in section 3) to know whether it could be reached by the manipulator (feasible = yes) or not. Then, the border line between reachable and unreachable poses is drawn.
Stage 2: Two-dimensional plots. The second stage is the same full guided exploration of the workspace with the same limits but in a 2-DOF space. First, the roll is set to 0° and then the heave-pitch space is traversed. Then, the same is repeated for the heave-roll space by setting pitch to 0°, and finally for the pitch-roll space by setting heave to 0 m.
Stage 3: Safe-zone search. As the workspace of a PM is usually a non-orthogonal shape, it is difficult for MCA to be tuned for the particular workspace of a motion platform (Reid and Nahon, 1986) . This can cause that the device reach its limits repeatedly, as a good tuning of the MCA is hard to achieve when its limits are unknown or hard to enforce. When that happens, the MCA has to find a downscaled set of DOF if the desired ones are not reachable. If so, false inertial cues are generated, reducing the physical validity of the simulator (Reymond and Kemeny, 2000) .
Even if the shape of the workspace is known, MCA are usually arranged in channels (Reid and Nahon, 1985) where each channel represents one translational or rotational DOF. Moreover, the tuning of each channel is usually performed individually (Grant, 1996) , as it is rather complicated to deal with all of them at the same time. The problem then is that, with parallel manipulators, some DOF may be reachable for some input signals, but not all at the same time. For instance, we could reach 25° of pitch (with no roll) and we could also get 25° of roll (with no pitch), but we may not be able to obtain both 25° of pitch and 25° of roll simultaneously. This feature is an inherent consequence of most parallel designs.
This leads us to identify one of the main problems of motion cueing generation in motion simulation: MCA channels are usually set up separately but PM DOF are deeply interdependent. This fact makes MCA harder to set up with these manipulators, for unreachable combinations of DOF have to be downscaled and actuators limited. The limitation or downscale process can be complex (Schwarz, 2007) if the loss of inertial cues needs to be minimized. It is, thus, very interesting to define a safe zone in which the MCA could operate without having to worry about DOF interdependence, avoiding the need to downscale any DOF. This workspace subset would greatly simplify the MCA tuning and use. However, the problem of this safe-zone may be an under-use of the device, as many reachable DOF may not be used. Therefore, it is important to optimize this safe zone by making it as large as possible.
In the case of the manipulator being analyzed, the easiest way to define this safe zone is to specify six values: maximum heave, minimum heave, maximum pitch, minimum pitch, maximum roll and minimum roll, inside of which, any combination of DOF can be reached simultaneously. This defines an axis-oriented hyper-rectangle that may or may not be centered at the (0, 0, 0) of the workspace. In addition, for motion simulation, it is usually required that this safe zone contain the same positive and negative limits. Thus, this hyper-rectangle should be symmetric in an axis-by-axis basis. For instance: (-0.05 m, +0.05 m) for heave, (-20.0°, +20.0°) for pitch, and (-15.0°, 15.0°) for roll. This is usually the case, because MCA usually works with frequency filters that are symmetric. If symmetry is not necessary, only the largest possible axis-oriented hyper-rectangle is needed, and we can get, for instance, something like: (-0.05 m, +0.08 m) for heave, (-12.0°, +16.0°) for pitch, and (-15.0°, 11.0°) for roll.
Therefore, the third stage of the analysis is a Monte Carlo approach in order to search for the largest symmetric axisoriented hyper-rectangle within the workspace, and also a similar search for the largest asymmetric axis-oriented hyperrectangle. The resulting plots of this three-stage process can be seen in Fig. 5 .
The analysis of the workspace, using the original equations, reveals some useful information. First, the workspace (blue points and lines) turns out to be a rotated box. As it was expected, the workspace is not orthogonal to the different DOF axes. Moreover, this box is not even centered at the (0, 0, 0), as it can be seen in the different 2-DOF (heave-pitch, have-roll, pitch-roll) plots. Figure 5 depicts non-symmetrical relationships among the different DOF (specially the pitchroll one). The (0, 0, 0) mark is plotted with a red circle, and the actual center of the manipulator workspace, with a blue Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) circle. The larger the difference between the two, the least symmetric the workspace is.
Second, the heave range is not symmetric, and its shape is such that it is hard to cover with an axis-oriented rectangle. The largest possible axis-oriented symmetric rectangles are plotted with a pink dashed line, while the largest asymmetric ones are plotted in green dashed lines. The largest three-dimensional asymmetric hyper-rectangle (safe zone) is also plotted with a blue-red box inside the blue box-shaped workspace.
And third, maximum pitch cannot be reached with zero heave, which is not positive for the MCA, because the downscale of the DOF will be harder to implement. The same occurs with heave-roll and with pitch-roll. 
Improvements on the original reachable workspace for motion cueing generation
Analysis of heave offset
In order to understand why the heave range is not symmetric, it is first necessary to observe the heave limits. Figure  6 shows the heave range and its corresponding maximum and minimum values. The maximum and minimum distances between the upper and the lower triangle are ( + ) and ( − ) respectively. Therefore, the heave range is 2 .
To properly check if the heave range is symmetric, it is useful to analyze first the home position. If the home position (heave = 0) is defined when 1 = 2 = 3 = 0°, then the distance between the two triangles, at this home position, can be calculated using Eq. (1). Therefore (see Fig. 6 ), heave limits and range can be calculated as: Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) Thus, the range is not symmetric (− , ) because of the term ( − ℎ 0 ), which causes an offset. This happens if the home position is defined when 1 = 2 = 3 = 0°. Then, with zero heave, the distance between the two triangles is ℎ 0 , instead of , which would be the middle point of the range. As ℎ 0 ≠ , this point does not represent the middle point of the range. The limit case (most asymmetric situation) occurs when = . In this case, ℎ 0 = 0, lower and upper triangle coincide at home position, maximum heave is + = 2 , and minimum heave is -= 0. In a general case, this heave offset causes a difference between the real middle point (ℎ 0 ) and the desired middle point ( ) of the heave range. This difference can be easily calculated:
Thus, the condition to get a symmetric heave range is to achieve a zero offset. This is accomplished when:
This condition is only met when = 0 or = ∞. If = 0, there will be no motion at all, and making too long is not practical, so another solution is needed. A possible solution is to redefine the zero heave mark by subtracting the offset ( − ℎ 0 ) prior to the calculation of the IK. This causes the zero heave to occur at some angle 1 = 2 = 3 = ≥ 0° ( will be calculated by IK and it does not really matter to us), and thus, the home position ( 1 = 2 = 3 = 0°) will no longer cause the (0, 0, 0) position of the workspace. It is important to understand that, for this solution to work, there is no need to change the previous IK equations; we just need to calculate and subtract the heave offset ( − ℎ 0 ) before applying it to the IK equations. This way, there will be a symmetric (-, ) heave range. If this change is applied and the workspace analysis is repeated, the results are quite different. They are depicted in Fig. 7 .
Heave range is now symmetric, as expected, and the heave-roll relationship is also much more symmetric. However, the heave-pitch relationship is still quite odd. For instance, to get the maximum pitch (about 30°), heave should be around 0.04 m, which seems quite counterintuitive. Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) 
Analysis of the heave-pitch relationship
The anomaly shown in the heave-pitch relationship depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 comes from the upper triangle. Dynamically, an equilateral triangle provides full symmetry and load balance on the motors. Thus, it seems the right choice. Regarding the triangle center, in an equilateral triangle, the orthocenter, barycenter, circumcenter and incenter coincide at the same point. Thus, this point seems the natural choice to place the coordinate system. However, the barycenter is not the best place to locate this system. The reason is that, if this decision is taken, we will be assuming that the upper triangle rotates around this point, which is simply not true. This may seem a little counterintuitive (as the vertical splined shaft passes through the barycenter), but as the joint between the moving base and the vertical shaft is a prismatic universal joint, the moving base is not constrained to rotate around the universal joint anchor, because the vertical freedom allows the moving base to move up and down and, thus, rotate around a different point. This means that, if the barycenter is set as the center of the upper triangle, pitch cannot reach its peak value with heave set to zero, because to obtain the maximum pitch a little heave is necessary, due to the offset between the real center of rotation and the origin of the coordinate system. This rotation offset does not invalidate the equations; it just changes the relationship between the DOF, making them a little more complicated to understand and use, because a simple pitch rotation is 'seen' by the proposed coordinate system as a heave displacement plus an angular displacement (pitch).
If we assume that a piston is several times longer than a rod, which is usually the case, then, it can be assured that the base will rotate with respect to a point half distance from the triangle height (in the -axis) and half distance from the triangle base (in the -axis). Thus, if that middle point is used as the center of the triangle (in the equations, not in the building process), pitch rotations will not imply heave displacements, pitch-heave plots will be symmetric, and more importantly, pitch will be able to get its maximum possible value when heave and roll are zero, because the rotation offset will be very close to zero (see Fig. 8 ). If the piston and rod are of similar sizes, a little offset error is present, but if the piston is long enough, this point will make the pitch-heave and pitch-roll relationship almost completely symmetric. Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) Fig. 8 . Pitch rotation offset as seen from an YZ plane. Top drawings shows the case where the length of the piston is not many times longer than the length of the rod. The difference between using the barycenter (large offset) and the middle point (small offset) is shown. The three drawings in the bottom represent the situation where the length of the pistons is many times longer than the length of the rod. The offset is very much reduced (almost zero) when using the middle point. Fig. 9 . Reachable workspace using a new triangle center. Heave offset is also previously eliminated. Information is depicted as in Fig. 5 . Only a very small asymmetry is found in the left part of the pitch-roll plot (marked with a green circle).
Although the barycenter will still be used for building the motion platform and place there the vertical splined shaft and (possibly) a spring, this new middle point will be used as the center of the coordinate system. Again, this change does not imply to rewrite the IK equations. It just changes the value of some of its parameters (in particular ⃗⃗⃗⃗ and 0 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) because of the change of the location of the origin of the coordinate system. With this new coordinate system, the DOF Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) analysis can be repeated and, now, the workspace presents a much more appealing shape (see Fig. 9 ). Now, every single DOF is able to get its maximum value when the other two are set to zero. Whether this change makes the safe zone larger is something that needs to be analyzed yet, but the fact that every DOF can get its maximum value when the others are zero, is something that eases the design of an MCA. It is important to emphasize again that by applying the aforementioned changes, neither the manipulator, nor the equations, nor the DOF ranges have changed. They have only been rearranged in order to obtain an easier-to-use workspace by modifying the DOF-to-DOF relationship.
Finally, in order to analyze the effect of making the piston very long, the same analysis was performed but with a 10 m long piston (see Fig. 10 ). The figures are pretty much alike. The only difference is that the small asymmetry in the pitch-roll plot (left side of the pitch-roll plot in Fig. 9 ) relationship is not present. Thus, the conclusion is that the piston length does not modify the motion platform capabilities. It just rearranges the relationship between the different DOF. Fig. 10 . Reachable workspace with a very long piston (10 m). Heave offset is also previously eliminated; the middle point is used as the triangle center. Information is depicted as in Fig. 5 . The changes with respect to Fig. 9 are almost inappreciable. The only change is highlighted by a green circle. Making the piston many times longer than the rod completely eliminates the small pitch-roll asymmetry.
The piston/rod length ratio
As previously seen, the piston-rod length ratio, / , influences the relationship between the DOF and modifies the amount of heave offset that should be corrected. In order to understand the importance of the / ratio, we prepared an experiment where the effect of this quantity is shown. Table 1 shows the maximum and minimum possible values of one DOF when the other two are set to zero, setting = 0.1, while varying . The figures are obtained without performing the heave offset correction explained in section 5.2.1, but using the middle point (not the barycenter) as the center of the coordinate system. As it can be seen, as the / ratio gets closer to unity, the relationship between the DOF gets significantly less convenient for motion cueing. Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) This effect is much less important, although it is still present, if the heave offset is eliminated using the correction explained in section 5.2.1. Table 2 shows the values of a similar experiment, but correcting first the heave offset (the triangle is still centered on the middle point, not in the barycenter). The conclusion is that the effects of the / ratio are important, but could be mitigated if proper actions are taken. In any case, it is advisable that the piston be several times longer than the connecting rod.
Analysis of the safe zones
The final step of our study is the analysis of the volumes (or areas) of the safe zones (axis-oriented hyper-rectangles) for the different configurations. Obviously, the larger the safe zone is, the better for future MCA use. Table 3 shows the volumes of the symmetric safe zones (symmetric axis-oriented hyper-rectangles) for the different configurations analyzed in sections 5.1, 5.2.1, and 5.2.2. Configurations 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to the configurations shown in Figs. 5, 7, 9 and 10, respectively. HPR stands for heave-pitch-roll, HP means heave-pitch, HR is heave-roll and PR means pitch-roll. As it can be seen, the original configuration (1) is the worst one in terms of HPR volume. Configuration 2 is the one with the largest symmetric hyper-rectangle. Configurations 3 and 4 are very similar, but better than configuration 1. Their HP and HR safe zones are the largest, but the HPR hyper-rectangle and the PR rectangle are smaller than those of configuration 2. Table 4 shows the same study, but with asymmetric safe zones (asymmetric axis-oriented hyperrectangles), which are, in general, less preferable because an MCA does not usually expect any asymmetry.
As shown, configurations 1 and 2 are now the ones with the largest volumes for the whole HPR space. Configurations 3 and 4 remain far. Now, configuration 4 is not better than configuration 3. Obviously, as configuration 4 is the most symmetric, there is very little gain in using an asymmetric safe zone. Moreover, now, configuration 2 is similar to configuration 1 for every case except for the PR case, where configuration 2 is, by far, the best one. It can also be seen that some of the asymmetric hyper-rectangles are slightly smaller than the symmetric ones. This is a result of the Monte Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) Carlo method, which introduces a small error. In conclusion, the decision to use configuration 2 or configuration 3 (configuration 4 is impractical) would be based on the importance of having a symmetric heave-pitch relationship. If this is needed, configuration 3 would be used. If not, configuration 2 would be chosen instead of configuration 1, as it maximizes the safe-zone, both using symmetric and asymmetric hyper-rectangles, and because it produces a symmetric heave range. The assessment of a certain safe volume allows motion platform designers to tune up MCA software without having to worry about DOF interdependence. MCA are already hard enough to tune, so it is very important to get rid of this interdependence problem, even at the cost of wasting some of the workspace. This allows MCA designers to tune each DOF independently and be sure that "what you ask is what you get", i.e. no DOF downscaling will ever occur if the tuning process is done properly at each DOF.
It is important to emphasize that this analysis is useful to achieve a better kinematic use of the PM. However, the dynamic performance of a motion platform depends on the physical properties of the actuators and on the MCA that make use of this mechanism. They also depend on the real motion data to feed the MCA, so that the PM can produce motion that is substantially similar to the expected one. In any case, this kinematic analysis is the first step for improving the capabilities of motion platforms and surely helps improving also the dynamic behavior. The topic of evaluating and tuning an MCA is a very complicated one, since the problem is subjective but objective measurements are required to perform fair comparisons between different devices. There is a broad literature on the topic that readers could consult (Hosman and Advani, 2016; Zaal et al., 2015) . An example of this kind of analysis can be found in (Casas et al., 2015) where real vehicle data is used. However, a limit between good a bad motion cueing is hard to establish.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, the reachable workspace of a 3-DOF T1R2 heave-pitch-roll parallel manipulator has been analyzed, always keeping in mind that our aim is to analyze only the kinematic capabilities of this parallel manipulator when used as a motion cueing generator in vehicle simulations. Other important considerations such us dynamic performance, dexterity, accuracy, singularity analyses, repeatability and reliability are kept aside, and left for further studies.
The selected manipulator is a common device in low-cost commercial motion cueing solutions. For this device, the shape of its workspace (and how the different parameters and design considerations affect it) has been analyzed. Moreover, a number of changes, in order to obtain a more suitable DOF-space for motion cueing generation, are also provided and justified after a detailed analysis. To perform this study, it is first necessary to solve the Inverse Kinematics of the manipulator. The results of this analysis showed that the original IK formulation presents some non-desirable features. First, the heave range is asymmetric. Second, the maximum values of pitch and roll cannot be reached when heave is set to zero. And finally, the workspace is not orthogonal to the DOF axes and it is not centered.
We studied how these results could be improved in order to ease the use of the manipulator by an MCA, drawing the following conclusions. Regarding the asymmetry of the heave range, it was proved that there is a small heave offset that could be eliminated by simply redefining the home position used in the IK calculations. Regarding the heave-pitch relationship, it was shown that the problem was the choice of the barycenter as the center of the upper triangle and the origin of the IK coordinate system. Instead of choosing the barycenter, a new center at half distance from the triangle height was proposed. The main result is that, the center of the DOF coordinate system affects the relationship between the DOF. It was also shown that piston length does not modify the motion platform capabilities but affects the relationship among the different DOF. Finally, regarding the workspace not being orthogonal to the DOF axes and not being centered, this is something unavoidable. Nevertheless, we analyzed the volume of the safe zones and showed two possible configurations that provide an easier use of the PM for motion cueing. The choice of the appropriate configuration will depend on the importance of either having a symmetric heave-pitch relationship or maximizing the use of the workspace. Casas, Coma, Portalés and Fernández, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.11, No.2 (2017) Although particular conclusions are drawn for this PM, the performed analysis and most of the concepts proposed here can be used or extrapolated for other motion platforms. Moreover, the analysis includes objective measures on the workspace volume that can provide a simple but effective way of comparing different kinds of motion platforms for this particular use.
Future work includes analyzing a different manipulator, for instance a 2-DOF low cost manipulator, or some other 3-DOF MP with a different structure. A dynamic analysis of the response of the manipulator over time can also be performed. In addition, the influence of the construction parameters of the motion platform in the induced presence on human users can also be studied. Last, but certainly not least, a detailed singularity analysis of the manipulator would be interesting.
